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Work that was placed in glaze shed last year is ready 

We had a fantastic first fire of 2023 which contained work that was glazed after the 2022 firings were 
concluded; this work from end of last year is in the front office.  Be sure to check the rack in the front office 
before 04/01/2023.  The work needs to be paid for to be picked up, after April 1st 2023 all work located in the 
front office will be discarded.  

Locker availability 

If you were interested in renting a locker this year but were unable to get an open one when your class 
started, we now have lockers available.  The lockers are only $3.00 a month and each student can rent up to 
two lockers to store their clay supplies here.   

New glaze available  
 
Jason has created a new glaze for the studio, but it is a limited one time batch.  This means when we are out of 
it we will not be re mixing it.  The glaze is called “robin’s egg” and is in a small bucket with the other small 
bucket glazes.  We hope it is enjoyed and helps finish our student’s wonderful work!  

 

Our new payment process for firings 
 
Paying for work when your bone dry work goes into bisque is new for BAC this year.  The transition to this new 
point of payment has been very smooth.  If you ask us to measure your work to pay for it to go into bisque we 
are no longer rejecting items based on the work not being dry.  If you choose to submit your work and it is not 
bone dry, your work has a high chance of not making it through the bisque process in one piece. 

 

Open hours 

Open hours here at Bicentennial Arts Center are only available to our current students.  There are several class 
options for open hours as well as by the hour rates.  Ask our front staff about which one best fits your needs. 
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